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It has often been said that negativity breeds negativity. The same can be said for how a positive attitude produces 
success. During this quarter’s newsletter, I wanted to share a recent success story. I think it clearly illustrates the 
power of our network - something we can replicate and continue to build off of.

Our parent company, Saia, recently secured a very large national account, Dollar General, that provided a 
considerable volume of shipments. Because of this, LinkEx assisted with getting a number of shipments delivered 
both securely and timely.  Within a matter of just three hours, we had procured the necessary truckload capacity 
to remove the freight from the customer’s dock and dispatched all shipments to the terminal.

Through our network of regional 
truckload carriers, LinkEx 
managed all of the volume 
shipments, enabling Saia the 
opportunity to effectively utilize 
their assets for other important, 
pending loads.  All in all, LinkEx 
handled 79 truckloads of LTL 
freight in a very condensed time 
frame.

Moving forward, LinkEx will 
be assisting with all volume 
shipments for this new customer. 
My congratulations to the ATL 
team. When they received the 
call, they did not view this as a 
daunting task. Instead, they rolled 
up their sleeves, worked as a team 
and got the job done. As such, we 
can only expect more success and 
opportunities to follow!

The confidence gained by the Saia linehaul team has resulted in LinkEx being awarded daily, static truckload 
schedules from their Dallas terminal. The same can be said of our direct customer relationships. As we perform and 
gain the assurance of our customers, we will be awarded with new opportunities and continue to grow.

Every shipment or load that you are involved with could be that one that truly differentiates us in the eyes of our 
customer.

For that, I appreciate your continued focus and positive, “can do” attitude to make LinkEx a successful company.
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As always, thanks for your continued efforts!

“Teamwork divides the task and 
multiplies the success.” 

 ~Author unknown

Christine PersadWill SerranoBill VanattaGreg Wright

Meet LinkEx’s National Account Executives (NAEs)
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This year, we made a concerted effort to build out our national 
account team. We now have four very experienced sales professionals 
in key markets throughout the United States. This team will be 
working closely with the Saia national account team and account 
executives to further grow our brand. They will have the opportunity 
to introduce and pursue business from many of the nation’s Fortune 
500 companies. Additionally, they will be cultivating their own book 
of business. Over the coming months, we will continue to add to our 
national account team in strategic markets.



Although currently rates have dropped from 2018’s 
record levels, spot market freight volume was higher 
in the first half of 2019 compared to the same period 
last year. Analysts are confident the outbound Chicago 
market will see a modest rate increase in September, 
while outbound Los Angeles rates will peak in 
November and outbound Seattle rates will hit their 
traditional high in December.

Owner operators starting their own fleets, shippers 
placing a high priority on securing capacity ahead 
of peak seasons, and stability in fuel prices have 
contributed to reducing the volatility in rates.

While rates are down year-over-year, we did see an 
increase from May to June with rates hitting their 
highest mark since January. Analysts feel this trend will 
ease until September when the industry will start to see 
increases emerge in markets till the end of the year.

Even though the topic has settled, the impact of 2018 is 
still prominent in industry minds today. Rates may not 
be as high as they were last year, but stakeholders still 
have a high level of uneasiness and are apprehensive 
about how quickly the current situation can change. Is 
this the calm before the storm many ask?

LinkEx offers expedited ground, air freight, and 
white glove options to help customers get their most 
complex freight delivered on time. When you reach 
out for an expedited or other specialized quote during 
the day, you’re in the capable hands of Josh Ingram. 
Based in the LinkEx corporate office outside Dallas, 
Texas, Josh is passionate about all things expedite, but 
is especially well-versed in our air freight and white 
glove offerings.

If you have a request after 4:30 p.m. CST, then your 
request is handled by the very capable, Louisiana-
based Robert Perschall, an expert with regard to 
ground expedite who can usually find a carrier anytime 
and anywhere.

Robert and Josh also work with Saia’s Custom Solutions 
team to ensure shipments not able to make the 
requested service time within the Saia network, still get 
delivered to the customer on time. Between Robert and 
Josh, customers can rest assured that their freight will 
get delivered anywhere in the U.S., on time.

A special congratulations to our nine drivers and six 
warehouse staff members whom received a safety 
award in June.
Special recognition to Felixberto Parra and Melchor Lim 
(not pictured) on acheiving one million safe miles.
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Fall 2019 Analyst Freight Industry Outlook
by AD Perez, Director of Customer Service and Operations – Dallas
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Front row, from left to right: Leo Gallegos, Robert Peters, Hilario Gonzalez, 
Jerry Blankenship, Kim Small (distinguished service), Felixberto Parras, 
Carlos Guzman, David Miller. 

Back row, from left to right: Stephen Licwinko, Jabier Torres, Wanhdee 
Vongkaeo, Oscar Montiel, Gene Ausburne, Daniel Herod, Frank Digilormo, 
Timothy Woodard, Eliseo Valenciana, Bill Coonrod Chris Gates, Frank Kraushaar

August

September

September
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2019  GAME CHANGERS SAFETY AWARDS

Employee Birthdays

Employee Anniversaries (Years)

THIRD QUARTER 2019

Jose Sanchez Franco
Rodrigo Parra

Jerry Blankenship
Felixberto Parras

Greg Wright
Kenya Banks

Raymond Hicks 
Rick Lange

Rene Sanchez
Justin Storey

Phil Giannaris
Chris Gates

Samuel Jimenez III
Kim Small

Jessie Puentes
Nancy Flanagan

Joelle Haynes
Charice Seegars 
Benjamin Garcia
Mario Ledezma

Deven Seu

Glenda Lee
Sayo Benson

Danielle Johnson
Mary Merlino
Oscar Montiel
Felicia Rogers 

Christine Fowler
Leo Gallegos

Karen Thompson
Demarcus Coats

Bill Coonrod

James Harris (1)
Jessie Puentes (1)

Reyna Calvo (2)
Tamyka Farrar (2)
Dennis Denson (5)

Sayo Benson (6)

Megan Lawson (3)
Oscar Montiel (3)

Faith Body (1)
Rodrigo Parra (1)

Sean Garcia (1)
Maegen Romano (2)
Frank Kraushaar (6)

Bill Coonrod (8)

Kelly Reppert (9)
AD Perez (3) 

Ariel Medina (1)
Darrin Frazier (1)

Jasmine Morris (1)
Talina Seu (1)

Susan Kouril (1)
Keith Shaver (11)
Kristin Hackett (2)
Joelle Haynes (23)

Meridith McKim (4)
Glenda Lee (6)

Michael Hayes (6)

January: Mark Murphy

February: Daniel Garcia

April: Nancy Flanagan & Rodrigo Parra

May: Jo Sanders

June: Talina Seu

July: Mike Hayes

Be on the look out for the rest of our 2019 
game changers in our next edition!

Kathleen Burkett, or Kat, for short, began 
her career at Saia in February 2014. From her 
time in sales to operations, she has shown her 
ability to connect with carriers and bring a level 
of customer service to this side of the business.

With over 18 years of experience working in 
truckload brokerage, she started in the industry as an independent 
agent for Landstar. She learned the tough ropes of selling by cold 
calling customers and then managing their freight needs from the 
point of sale on to working with carriers through dispatching and 
final invoicing.

Prior to her time in transportation, Kat served in the U.S. Navy, 
having enlisted after graduating high school. She served six years 
on active duty and four years in the Reserves. After her stint in the 
military, she attended Indiana University and received her bachelor’s 
degree in telecommunications and marketing.   

These days, Kat provides excellent support to the Atlanta and Dallas 
office by developing, maintaining and keeping our carrier base 
compliant. The operations team said she is their “hero” every day, 
especially when they need a carrier quickly added or reactivated. 
In her role, Kat wears many hats and recently has been working to 
support the pricing team in identifying, negotiating and onboarding 
carriers with regard to new business opportunities.

Outside of work, Kat has one daughter, Brittany. She and her husband 
enjoy baseball and have two young stars, their grandsons, they enjoy 
spending time with and that keep them busy. Additionally, Kat enjoys 
refinishing furniture and is an avid swimmer who swam competitively 
in both high school and the Navy. Later, she became a Georgia High 
School Association swim official but after being sidelined with a broken 
leg in 2014, she has yet to return to the pool.

“Kat is considered a wonderful asset and as her manager, I feel very 
lucky to have someone I can work so closely with that takes our 
carrier relations to the next level,” said LinkEx Director of Operations, 
Atlanta Karen Thompson. “The entire LinkEx crew would like to 
thank Kat for taking care of the operations team on a daily basis!”
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